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10th Network Meeting, March 31st - Apr 2nd 2014, CERN

LHC Physics Center at CERN

PRACTICAL INFOS
Coffee Breaks: in TH Common Room (downstairs, across from the secretariat)

Lunch Breaks: on your own (e.g. in R1)

Laptops: open browser → fill form → contact = Peter Skands (PH-TH)
Discussion session on Shower / MC Uncertainties: 

Tuesday from 13-15 in TH Common Room
Dinner Tuesday Evening: Restaurant de l’Aviation (tram stop Blandonnet)

If you did not register for the dinner but would like to attend, contact me!
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MCnet at CERN
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Fellows
Simon Badger (NJETS)
Rikkert Frederix (aMC@NLO)
Benjamin Fuks (FEYNRULES, MADANALYSIS)
Anton Karneyeu (CMS, MCPLOTS)
Hendrik Mantler (SUSHI, VINCIA)
Andreas Papaefsthathiou (HERWIG++)
Juan Rojo (NNPDF)
Korinna Zapp (JEWEL, SHERPA)

Staff
Stefano Frixione (MC@NLO)
Michelangelo Mangano (ALPGEN, LPCC, …)
Gavin Salam (FASTJET, CAESAR)
Peter Skands (MCPLOTS, PYTHIA, VINCIA)
Giulia Zanderighi (CAESAR, POWHEG, QCDLOOP)

MCnet Shorties
Jesper Christiansen (Lund) 
Simone Amoroso (Freiburg)
Emma Kuwertz (KTH Stockholm)

PH-SFT / GENSER 
Witek Pokorski 
Mikhail Kirsanov
Dmitri Konstantinov 

+ Not just calculations … 
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Juan Rojo (CERN & Oxford U)
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                     Juan Rojo
CERN-TH + University of Oxford

 Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs)
Accurate PDFs required for  Higgs couplings, high-mass BSM production and precision SM observables

NNPDF developments: PDFs with LHC data, PDFs with QED corrections

LO PDFs: new Pythia8 Monash 2013 Tune based on NNPDF2.3LO (with P. Skands and S. Carrazza)

NLO Event Generators
aMCfast: Fast interface to automated NLO and NLO+PS calculations in the aMCatNLO framework using 

APPLgrid (with V. Bertone, S. Frixione and R. Frederix, in preparation)

Allow to include in PDF fits a much wider range of exclusive observables that with fixed order calculations

Develop PDFs specific for NLO event generators

 Jet Reconstruction and Substructure
Boosted final states crucial in many relevant SM and Higgs measurements and in BSM searches

Scale-invariant resonance tagging: matching boosted and resolved regimes

New Physics in boosted Higgs pair production

aMCfast

NNPDF2.3LO
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VINCIA
Antenna-based parton shower

With “interleaved” ME corrections
Reinterpret higher-order matrix elements as radiation functions
Subleading singularities → more precise radiation functions
+ helicity and mass dependence 

Shower generates phase space
+ Automated uncertainties
(+ runtime ROOT interface)

Virtues of starting from a fractal
Quasi-scale-invariant:                                                   
intrinsically multi-scale (resums logs)

Unitary: automatically unweighted                                    
(& IR divergences → multiplicities)

Fast: No additional phase-space                            
generators, no σX+n calculations

4

Giele, Kosower, Skands, PRD 84 (2011) 054003

“Interleaved”: do everything in one Markov chain

αS(MZ) = 0.12, µR = pTg
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QE=2pT HstrongL
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Z → 3 jets
NLO correction factor 

to LO antenna function
No leftover logs!

at O(αs2)

Hartgring, Laenen, Skands, JHEP10(2013)127

(C++ plug-in to PYTHIA 8)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1303.4974
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1303.4974
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What does it buy?
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⌦
�2

↵
Shapes T C D BW BT

PYTHIA 8 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.2
VINCIA (LO) 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3
VINCIA (NLO) 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.2

⌦
�2

↵
Frag N

ch

x Mesons Baryons

PYTHIA 8 0.8 0.4 0.9 1.2
VINCIA (LO) 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.6
VINCIA (NLO) 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.6

⌦
�2

↵
Jets rexc

1j ln(y
12

) rexc
2j ln(y

23

) rexc
3j ln(y

34

) rexc
4j ln(y

45

) rexc
5j ln(y

56

) rinc
6j

PYTHIA 8 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3
VINCIA (LO) 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
VINCIA (NLO) 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1

Table 5:
⌦
�2

↵
values for: Top: L3 light-flavour event shapes and fragmentation variables [55], and LEP

average meson and baryon fractions [61, 62]. Bottom: Durham k
T

n-jet rates, r
nj

, and jet resolutions,
y
ij

, measured by the ALEPH experiment [56]. For the latter, the
⌦
�2

↵
calculation was restricted to the

perturbative region, ln(y) > �8. A flat 5% theory uncertainty was included on the MC numbers. Both
default PYTHIA and the VINCIA (LO) tune use ↵

s

(m
Z

) = 0.139 while the VINCIA (NLO) tune uses
↵
s

(m
Z

) = 0.122.

ALEPH experiment [56] (now without the benefit of light-flavour tagging), using the standard Durham
k
T

algorithm for e+e� collisions [57], as implemented in the FASTJET code [58]. We also compared to
default PYTHIA 8 and, for completeness, checked that the relative production fractions of various meson
and baryon species were indeed unchanged relative to the old VINCIA default.

Rather than presenting all of this information in the form of many additional plots, tab. 5 instead
provides a condensed summary of all the validations we have carried out, via

⌦
�2

↵
values for each of

the models with respect to each of the LEP distributions, including a flat 5% “theory uncertainty” on the
MC numbers. Already from this simple set of �2 values, it is clear that the LO models/tunes are already
doing very well11. This agreement, however, comes at the price of using a very large (“LO”) value for
↵
s

, which is not guaranteed to be universally applicable.
The main point of the overview in tab. 5 is that an equally good agreement can be obtained with an

↵
s

(m
Z

) value that is consistent with other NLO determinations [63], specifically

↵
s

(m
Z

) = 0.122 , (156)

once the NLO 3-jet corrections are included. This should carry over to other NLO-corrected pro-
cesses, and hence the fragmentation parameters we have settled on should be applicable to future NLO-
corrected studies with VINCIA, and can also serve as a starting point for NLO-level matching studies
with PYTHIA 8. In the latter context, the 2-loop running in particular could be retained, while the
soft fragmentation parameters would presumably have to be somewhat readjusted to absorb differences
between VINCIA and PYTHIA 8 near the hadronization scale12.

11Both VINCIA and PYTHIA are known to give quite good fits to LEP data [18, 25, 59, 60]. For comparisons including other
generators and tunes, see mcplots.cern.ch.

12The differences in soft fragmentation parameters between existing LO VINCIA and PYTHIA-8 tunes could be used as an
initial guideline for such an effort, see, e.g., appendix D.
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LO Tunes
(both VINCIA and PYTHIA)

αs(MZ)MSbar ~ 0.139
(LO matrix elements give similar 

values, and also LO PDFs)

New VINCIA NLO Tune
αs(MZ)CMW = 0.122

(with 2-loop running)

Hartgring, Laenen, Skands, arXiv:1303.4974

LO level NLO level Time / Event Speed relative to pythia

Z ! Z ! [milliseconds] 1
Time / pythia 8

pythia 8 2, 3 2 0.6 1

vincia (NLO o↵) 2, 3, 4, 5 2 2.5 ⇠ 1/4

+ uncertainties 2, 3, 4, 5 2 2.9 ⇠ 1/5

vincia (NLO on) 2, 3, 4, 5 2, 3 3.9 ⇠ 1/7

+ uncertainties 2, 3, 4, 5 2, 3 4.0 ⇠ 1/7

Table 6. Event-generation time in default vincia 1.1.01 (NIKHEF tune), with and without automated
uncertainty evaluations and NLO 3-jet corrections, compared to default pythia 8.179.

of tree-level matching, with and without the NLO 3-jet correction16. Without it (but still

including the default tree-level corrections which go up to Z ! 5 partons), vincia is 5 times

slower than pythia. With the NLO 3-jet correction switched on, this increases only slightly,

to a factor 7. For a fully showered and hadronized calculation which includes second-order

virtual and third-order tree-level corrections, we consider that to still be acceptably fast.

Importantly, an event-generation time of a few milliseconds per event implies that serious

studies can still be performed on an ordinary laptop computer.

6 Outlook and Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated the expansion of a Markov-chain QCD shower algorithm to

second order in the strong coupling, for e+e� ! 3 partons, and made systematic comparisons

to matrix-element results obtained at the same order. Using these results, we have subjected

the subleading properties of shower algorithms with di↵erent evolution/ordering variables and

di↵erent renormalization-scale choices to a rigorous examination. At the analytical level, we

have compared the logarithmic structures at the edge of phase space, and at the numerical

level we have illustrated the di↵erence between the expanded shower algorithm and the one-

loop matrix element.

We find that the choice of p?-ordering, with a renormalization scale proportional to p?
yields the best agreement with the one-loop matrix element, over all of phase space. This

elaborates on, and is consistent with, earlier findings [34, 35]. Using the antenna invariant

mass, m
D

, for the evolution variable still gives reasonable results in the hard regions of phase

space, but leads to logarithmically divergent corrections for soft emissions, the exact form of

which depends on the choice of renormalization variable. In the vincia code, we retain the

option of using m
D

mainly as a way of providing a conservative uncertainty estimate.

With the NLO 3-jet corrections included as multiplicative corrections to the shower

branching probabilities, we find that we can obtain good agreement with a large set of LEP

event-shape, fragmentation, and jet-rate observables with a value of the strong coupling con-

16The numbers include both showering and hadronziation and were obtained on a single 2.53 GHz CPU,

with gcc 4.7 -O2, using default settings for pythia 8 and the “Nikhef” NLO tune for vincia.

– 66 –

incl Z→3NLO

SPEED

+ CONSISTENCY

pure PYTHIA

incl Z→5LO

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1303.4974
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1303.4974
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Summary

Apologies: did not do dedicated study of 
diffraction  
 E.g., gap-size distributions not included, though interesting 

Revised ee fragmentation parameters and pp 
tune using new NNPDF2.3 LO PDF set  

Increased strangeness and more forward activity 

Low-multiplicity region and strangeness spectra still 
challenging 

!

Work underway: 
 Improved colour-reconnection model (PS + J.R. Christiansen) 

 Inclusion of diffractive Z (T. Sjostrand + C. Rasmussen)

!8

Tune:ee=7;  Tune:pp  =  14;
Py th ia  8 .185  Monash  2013

PYTHIA
New Monash 2013 Tune (for ee and pp)

Uses new NNPDF 2.3 LO QED+QCD set
Overhaul of e+e- constraints 

10% increased strangeness
Softer c and b fragmentation

Updated MB+UE parameters
Slightly higher UE at 7 TeV
More forward activity
Still interesting discrepancies in 
strangeness and baryon sectors
→ more interesting physics?

6
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Going Forward

!7

Shown with/without diffractive tag in T. Martin’s talk yesterdayEnergy Flow PY8/H++/EPSO
• Forward tag greatly enhances spread of model predictions.
• EPOS plus proton tag does not predict a notable asymmetry
between the tag (+ve) and away (-ve) sides. The others do,
notably PYTHIA 8.

• PYTHIA 8 exhibits a much greater sensitivity to the di↵erences in
acceptance between AFP and ALFA.
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Full Writeup ~ ready
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Summary

Apologies: did not do dedicated study of 
diffraction  
 E.g., gap-size distributions not included, though interesting 

Revised ee fragmentation parameters and pp 
tune using new NNPDF2.3 LO PDF set  

Increased strangeness and more forward activity 

Low-multiplicity region and strangeness spectra still 
challenging 

!

Work underway: 
 Improved colour-reconnection model (PS + J.R. Christiansen) 

 Inclusion of diffractive Z (T. Sjostrand + C. Rasmussen)

!8

Tune:ee=7;  Tune:pp  =  14;
Py th ia  8 .185  Monash  2013

PYTHIA
New Monash 2013 Tune (for ee and pp)

Uses new NNPDF 2.3 LO QED+QCD set
Overhaul of e+e- constraints 

10% increased strangeness
Softer c and b fragmentation

Updated MB+UE parameters
Slightly higher UE at 7 TeV
More forward activity
Still interesting discrepancies in 
strangeness and baryon sectors
→ more interesting physics?

Projects underway or soon to begin
With Jesper Christiansen (MCnet shortie from 
Lund): colour coherence in MPI and colour 
reconnections 
With Emma Kuwertz (MCnet shortie from KTH 
Stockholm): subleading-log sensitive 
observables in pp jets.

6
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Going Forward
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• Forward tag greatly enhances spread of model predictions.
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• PYTHIA 8 exhibits a much greater sensitivity to the di↵erences in
acceptance between AFP and ALFA.
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LHC Physics Centre at CERN (LPCC)

• Umbrella for activities of common interest to all LHC experiments:

• contacts/interactions with the theory community, via Workshops or Working 
Group activities:

• discussion/interpretation of data

• development of theory tools used by the experiments

• combination of experimental results from different experiments

• LHC WG’s (e.g. Top, EW, etc)

• definition of common physics programmes (e.g. Forward Physics)

• discussion and support for the development of tools. Examples: Detector 
Simulation tools (Geant), B-decay tables and generators (EvtGen), Statistical 
analysis tools (RooStat, etc)

• organization of tutorials (e.g. Rivet 2 tutorial scheduled for November 21)

• organization of seminars by the LHC experiments (Tue at 11am)

• etc.etc.

Slide stolen from 
Michelangelo Mangano

LHC Physics Center at CERN
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FCC
Future Circular Collider

50-100 km ring : two steps
FCC-ee: from Tera-Z, up to 350 GeV (?)
FCC-hh: 50 - 100 TeV pp
Kickoff meeting in Geneva, February
New institute in Beijing chaired by 
Arkani-Hamed

8

What does this mean for us? (MCnet)
Let your imaginations run free = support the physics case!
What could you do with 1,000 billion Z events?

Statistics will be no problem → important to ask what detectors (resolutions, 
systematics) are needed to improve eg on important LEP and SLD constraints?
+ lower/higher ee CM energies
(+ let me know: chairing a study group on QCD pheno at FCC-ee)

Include 30 - 100 TeV energies in pp pheno studies
+ (how well) does your generator/tool work for 100 TeV?

http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=282344
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=282344
http://tlep.web.cern.ch/content/wg5-exp
http://tlep.web.cern.ch/content/wg5-exp
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Test4Theory
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New 
Users/
Day

May June July Aug Sep

4th July
2012

Tuesday Mar 25 2014 8:28 PM

The	  LHC@home	  2.0	  project	  Test4Theory	  allows	  users	  to	  par:cipate	  in	  running	  
simula:ons	  of	  high-‐energy	  par:cle	  physics	  using	  their	  home	  computers.

The	  results	  are	  submiAed	  to	  a	  database	  which	  is	  used	  as	  a	  common	  resource	  by	  both	  
experimental	  and	  theore:cal	  scien:sts	  working	  on	  the	  Large	  Hadron	  Collider	  at	  CERN.

http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/test4theory
http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/test4theory
http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/high-energy-physics-simulations
http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/high-energy-physics-simulations
http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/high-energy-physics-simulations
http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/high-energy-physics-simulations
http://mcplots.cern.ch/
http://mcplots.cern.ch/
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/lhc-en.html
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/lhc-en.html
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→ mcplots.cern.ch
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M C P L OT S→ Constraints on model parameters

( To t a l  n u m b e r  o f  p l o t s  ~  5 0 0 , 0 0 0 )

MCPLOTS: a particle physics resource based on volunteer computing; Eur.Phys.J. C74 (2014) 2714
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→ mcplots.cern.ch
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M C P L OT S→ Constraints on model parameters

( To t a l  n u m b e r  o f  p l o t s  ~  5 0 0 , 0 0 0 )

MCPLOTS: a particle physics resource based on volunteer computing; Eur.Phys.J. C74 (2014) 2714

Many analyses added on request by experiments
sometimes also with manpower from experiments

(with thanks to Michelangelo and LPCC for funding help)
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→ A Living Review?
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Also used for validation and MC tuning
When plots ≠ the published ones 

→ bugs in analysis implementations
When new MC versions ≠ older ones 

→ physics improvements (intentional) or bugs (unintentional)

Which physics distributions to focus on?
→ Compare χ2 values over an enormous range of 
observables and generators. Where do they fail?

Increasing requests from LHC experiments to get 
their analyses on MCPLOTS

Many more comparisons than in the publications
Can be kept up-to-date ~ a “living” review?
Main question for future: manpower for day-to-day 
updates and further development (new generators, etc)
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Computing Time
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10,000 Volunteers
with 20,000 Hosts

Over 1,200 Billion Simulated Events LHC@home 2.0
TEST4THEORY

201420132012

These individuals 
have each generated 

billions of events~750 real-time connected hosts on average

→ mcplots

http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/
http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/
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Citizen Cyberlab
Standalone ICT funded by EU FP7 (2012-2015)

From volunteer computing to volunteer thinking 
CERN is receiving funding for a 2-year fellow

Ioannis Charalimpidis, started in May 2013
Our Task: develop an application that lets citizen scientists 
optimize MC parameters by comparing them to real data 

~ simplified, pedagogical, interactive Professor
Technical prototype now ready (browser app)
→ next will focus on development of full version

+ Evaluate learning in citizen-science projects
Psychology and Learning (U Geneva) 
Human-Computer Interactions (UCL)
Social Computing (Imperial)

13
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Citizen Cyberlab
Standalone ICT funded by EU FP7 (2012-2015)

From volunteer computing to volunteer thinking 
CERN is receiving funding for a 2-year fellow

Ioannis Charalimpidis, started in May 2013
Our Task: develop an application that lets citizen scientists 
optimize MC parameters by comparing them to real data 

~ simplified, pedagogical, interactive Professor
Technical prototype now ready (browser app)
→ next will focus on development of full version

+ Evaluate learning in citizen-science projects
Psychology and Learning (U Geneva) 
Human-Computer Interactions (UCL)
Social Computing (Imperial)

+ ties into “60 Years at CERN” celebrations
Key Aspect: Modern science for everyone
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